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Abstract 
 
Multicasting real-time data in mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) has to 
fulfill the reliability needs of the traffic with strict urgency level. Energy 

efficient multicast should support for energy conservation and maximize the 

multicast life span. For improving the resource allocation, effective slot 
allocation should be performed. Allocating and managing buffer space for 

the streaming data will speed up the multicast communication. To retain 

energy efficacy, make certain least possible suspension and steadiness of 

routes, energy efficient multicast trees are established using PSO algorithm. 
The suitability role of PSO procedure is intended bearing in mind, route 

suspension, anticipated route energy and route steadiness. To assign time 

slots in order to assure interference free multicast transmission, a resource 
allocation and rate adaptation (RARA) technique is applied. Using the 

constructed energy efficient multicast tree, broadcast is planned by allocating 

nodes to every period slot by separating period edges. The transmission of 
scheduled data packet is performed through normalized rate adaptation 

technique. Finally, along the multicast path, the routers with sufficient 

remaining energy, link quality and residence time are selected as cache 

nodes. The repeatedly wanted multimedia data is cached in the selected 
cache nodes. The caching storage is split into two portions for actual and  
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non-real-time traffic. The cache space is vigorously accustomed reliant on 

the amount of multicast recipients, demanding the statistics. Simulation 

results have shown that PE-OMRP has increased remaining energy with 
reduced latency. 
 

Key words: Power Efficient, Multicast Routing Protocol ,Mobile Adhoc 

Networks, resource allocation and rate adaptation technique 
 

 

1 Introduction 
 

A MANET consists of mobile nodes with multiple hosts and wireless 

communication devices. MANET does not require any infrastructure and 
allows each user to communicate directly with each other. It consists of 

mobile routers which are connected via wireless links without any access 

point. In MANET, communication among the nodes can be performed using 
multihop paths [1].Multicasting is a more effectual method in association 

with unicast routing in secondary set communication centered uses and 

results in bandwidth savings as compared to multiple unicast sessions. In 

contemporary ages, several cluster related uses have extended a lot of 
significance that are established to set out in MANETs [2].Multicast routing 

for MANET needs to address a varied series of problems because of its 

features like, low bandwidth, flexibility and low power. Actual multicast 
facilities must gratify the needs such as low-latency, low dynamic ingestion, 

low packet loss proportion, etc.Real-time multicasting has a issues in 

achieving reliability needs with severe deadlines. Energy efficient multicast 
should result in energy conservation and should maximize the multicast life 

time. For improving QoS, efficient resource allocation techniques are 

required [3].Buffer controlling methods are vital while managing multicast 

coursing in MANET as present data will include repeated suspension and 
jitter. Existing works did not present any standard techniques for selecting 

the cache nodes. In existing cache management techniques, the allocated 

cache space is mostly static, so real-time packets with strict bandwidth and 
delay constraints will be affected [4].In MANET, a packet reception by many 

nodes in the same range causes signal interferences.  Interference affects the 

quality of valid signals and can degrade the throughput. TDMA-based 
protocols have received much attention mainly because of their ability to 

resolve interference [3][5][6].In order to provide solution for these issues, 

this paper presents a Power Efficient and Optimal Multicast Routing Protocol 

(PE-OMRP) for real-time traffic in MANET. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the 

related works and in section 3 presents the detailed explanation of  

POMRP.In section 4, experimental results and discussion are presented. 
Section 5 contains the conclusion.  
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2 Related Works 
 

Energy Aware MAODV (EAOMDV) has been proposed [7]. It selects 
multiple paths based on a combined cost function which is computed from 

the metrics remaining battery power and traffic load of each node. 

In [8], an energy aware multipath routing scheme is developed which 
applies a neural network optimization technique to determine multiple 

disjoint loop-free paths.  The neural network is trained using PSO. The 

reliability metrics transmission cost, residual energy and optimal traffic ratio 
are used as inputs for the optimization technique and the paths with better 

link quality are returned as output. In [9], are liable and energy efficient 

protocol has been designed. It consists of a clustering algorithm to improve 

the stability and to conserve the energy utilization. It uses a busy tone system 
to reduce additional overhead occurred during error recovery. 

A Bandwidth Estimation and Allocation (BWEA) algorithm [10] is 

presented. The unutilized free bandwidth is allocated for Best Effort (BE) 
services.  Based on this algorithm, a QoS routing protocol is then designed.  

In BWE, the bandwidth is computed from the number of allocated data slots. 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based resource allocation technique [11] has 

been proposed. In this technique, the unused AB is predicted using the queue 
size of the nodes. 

In [12], the caching storage is split into two portions for concurrent and 

non-concurrent packages. The packet transmission priority was determined 
using the power levels of the sender, visited hop count, remaining hop count 

and buffer waiting time. Special queue management and scheduling 

algorithms were also presented to reduce the retransmissions triggered by 
packet drops. HEB thus satisfies the QoS requirements of real-time 

applications in MANET. 

 

3 Proposed Solution 
 

3.1 Network Model 
 

A homogeneous MANET with a cluster of movable nodes distributed 

randomly over the network is considered. The mobile nodes move frequently 

based on random way point model in which nodes move to a target with a 
constant velocity and then pause for a few seconds. The main assumption 

made was that all nodes know their positions using GPS. Figure 1 shows the 

network model before constructing the multicast tree.  
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Figure 1: Network Model 

 

3.2 Energy Efficient Multicast Tree Construction 
 

Primarily, elements are positioned in the exploration space S. Each 
element maintains its place, assessed aptness function and its speed. Besides, 

it considers the finest suitability rate that it witness and the result that 

consummate the finest suitability rate. This rate is named as discrete finest 
location. Additionally, the element also stocks the universal suitability rate, 

which is accomplished by the entire elements in the group. The result that 

accomplished the universal suitability rate is named as universal finest place. 

After each iteration of PSO procedure, the element keeps informed about its 
speed and then measures its novel location in S. When the element informs 

its location, it calculates its suitability rate by means of the suitability 

function. The discrete and universal finest locations are rehabilitated by 
toning up the freshly engendered suitability values with the formerly 

appraised individual and with worldwide finest location values. If the 

expected suitability value is better than discrete finest location then the 

discrete finest location is substituted with expected suitability rate. Similarly, 
if the expected suitability rate of an element is better than universal finest 

location then it is substituted with expected suitability rate. Based on novel 

values, speed and location of an element is also informed. Recommencing of 
these values enhance the act of PSO procedure. Figure 2 shows the energy 

efficient multicast tree construction process. 
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Figure 2: Energy efficient multicast tree construction for six receivers 

 

3.3 Resource Allocation and Rate Adaptation  
 

Along the multicast tree, transmission scheduling is performed by 

allocating time slots to each node using resource allocation and rate 
adaptation technique. Registration etiquettes are set up in transferring present 

data packages for preserving upcoming periods in order to set up in specific 

time period. The time period registration starts with deciding a free period in 
the interim. After an idle period is found, node directs registration demand to 

its adjacent to discover the obtainability and acquire the retrieval within the 

stable interim. The endwise hesitations are retained even with altering 

topology.Time period consignment is made by considering intrusion and 
determining the period for every connection. A three hop timeslot assignment 

arrangement is presented based on intrusion prototype. Here three successive 

associates need to be allotted diverse timeslots. Also constant three-hop slot 
consignment systems are able to lessen intrusion issue.  

Regularized broadcast is made use of to describe broadcast rate 

alteration. Here time periods are divided into sub periods so that packets 
transferred in the sub-slots are deciphered only by recipients with great SNR. 

Because of the transmission characteristics of wireless systems, only a sole 

copy of data is transferred by disseminator and all recipients can listen to the 

transferred sign for every video layer. 
The flow chart of the scheduling technique is depicted in Figure 3. 

Initially, free slots are determined. Interference avoiding time slot allotment 

depends on three constraints:   
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No centralized management, interchange of local data with adjacent 

nodules and minimum time periods ought to have more importance. Lastly, 

broadcast of the data package is done by defining the regularized rate 
alteration method. 

 
Figure 3: Flow chart of Resource allocation and rate adaptation 

 

3.4 Cache Node Selection and Cache Management 
 

The block diagram of the cache node selection and cache management 
technique is shown inFigure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Block Diagram of Cache Management technique 
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Along multicast tree, the midway nodes having adequate enduring 
energy, connection excellence and period to halt are nominated as cache 

nodes.The repeatedly wanted multimedia data is cached in the selected cache 

nodes. The cache gap is split into two dividers for concurrent and non-
concurrent congestion. When packages are acknowledged, they are 

categorized into concurrent packages or non-concurrent packages and located 

into corresponding dividers. Then aggregate weight of the packets attained in 
the concurrent cache is then assessed based on no. of hops (H), deadline (D) 

and queuing time (QT). Depending on the assessed mass value, broadcast 

significances are allocated. The base is notified before the cache is to be 

entirely occupied, so that it is able to halt directing data or lesser the sending 
speed of data broadcast. The cache gap is vigorously accustomed liable to the 

amount of multicast recipients, demanding the data. Figure 5 shows the cache 

node selection process.  

 
Figure 5: Cache node selection 

 

Let {Ni}, i=1,2…. m be the nodes along  S to R1, R2 and R3.  The figure 
shows that node N3 is selected as a cache node towards R1 and R2. Similarly, 

node N4 is selected as a cache node beside the route from S to R3. 

 

3.5 Mathematical Model 
 

3.5.1 PSO Fitness Function for Multicast Route Selection 
 
The fitness function is computed using the below equation 

           (1) 
Where EPE is the predicted energy level of each node, PS is the path stability  
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3.5.2 Timeslot Assignment 
 

A node that transmits the data towards the destination D uses the 
following equation to calculate the slot intervals concerning the current 

distance to d .  

         (2) 
where Slot_D is a sample value that is chosen arbitrarily by D in the range of 

[0,K-1] and δ denotes the direction of data packets, whose value is 1 or -1. 

 

3.5.3 Aggregate Weight Computation 
 
The aggregate weight of the packets reached in the buffer is then computed 

based on  ,  and QT along the multicast tree. 
Let AW represents the aggregate weight, and it is estimated as 

     (3) 

where  and  are the weight values such that w1+w2+w3=0  In this 

paper,  the values are assigned as  = 0.3 and . 

 

4 Experimental Results 
 

The PE-OMRP is simulated in NS-2. In this simulation, 100 nodes are 
deployed in the area of size 1500x300m. The mobile nodes are moving with 

a constant speed of 20m/s. The transmission range is 250m. The CBR and 

Video traffic flows are considered with data rate of 250Kb/s. The 

experimental parameters are listed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

Number of Nodes 100 

Multicast group size 10 to 50 

Size of the topology 1500m X 300m 

MAC Protocol IEEE 802.11 

Traffic type Video traffic 

Data Rate 150Kb 

Energy Assigned 10 Joules 

Transmit Power 0.660 watts 

Receive Power 0.395 watts 
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4.1 Comparison of PE-OMRP with MAODV 
 

The performance of our proposed Power Efficient and Optimal multicast 
routing Protocol PE-OMRP is compared with MAODV protocol and is 

evaluated based on the following metrics:. 

 

4.1.1 Residual Energy 

 

 
Figure 6: Average residual energy for varying the group size 

Figure 6 shows the average residual energy of the two protocols when 

the number of receivers or group size is varied. PE-OMRP achieves higher 
residual energy compared to MAODV protocol, since they do not reduce the 

collisions. Hence PE-OMRP has 57% higher residual energy than MAODV. 

 

4.1.2 Packet Delivery Ratio 
 

 
Figure 7: Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) for varying the group size 
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Figure 7 depicts the average packet delivery ratio of the two techniques 

when the number of receivers or group size is varied. Since PE-OMRP 

resolves link stability issues, it has 47% higher packet delivery ratio than 
MAODV. 

 

4.1.3 Latency 
 

 
Figure 8: Latency for varying the group size 

 

Figure 8 depicts the latency of the two techniques when the number of 

receivers or group size is varied. Since the other protocol do not consider 

latency for multicast tree construction and do not reduce the play out delay 
and collisions, PE-OMRP has 59% lesser latency than MAODV. 

 

5 Conclusion 
 

Power Efficient and Optimal multicast routing Protocol (PE-OMRP) for 

MANET is proposed in this work. In this protocol, energy efficient multicast 
trees are established using PSO algorithm. To assign time slots in order to 

assure interference free multicast transmission, a resource allocation and rate 

adaptation (RARA) technique is applied. Finally, along the multicast path, 
cache nodes are selected and the repeatedly wanted multimedia data is 

cached in the selected cache nodes. The proposed PE-OMRP is simulated in 

NS2 and compared with MAODV protocol. Simulation results have shown 

that PE-OMRP has increased remaining energy with reduced latency. 
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